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		YOUR LOCAL WINDOW CLEANING COMPANY

		Owner: Lori Minter

		Serving: Ft. Collins, Loveland, Greeley, Windsor, CO

	

	
		
	
	We're located at:

		2363 W. 8th Street, Loveland CO 80537
	
	


	
		(970) 635-1950	
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Welcome to Fish Window Cleaning! We are your local window cleaning company serving Fort Collins, Loveland, Greeley, and Windsor, CO.

	[image: Image of Fish Window Cleaning Fort Collins Crew in Front of Branded Van]	 	Call us today at (970) 635-1950 for a free estimate! 

            

            Your Home

            

                         We provide cleaning of all types of windows, even the hard to reach ones of your home.  You can rely on Fish Window Cleaning to take the utmost care of your residence as we clean your windows.  We wear fresh shoe covers as we enter your home and use cloth pads under each window as we clean it to protect your carpet and wood floors.  We work quietly and quickly as we move from room to room to cause the least disruption.  We even introduce our team to you before we start cleaning so you know exactly who will be giving your windows a spectacular shine. 

            Click here for more information about our residential services.

            

            "Mike and Morgan did a great job! They were timely and prepared. They were very careful and thorough. We will recommend Fish and specifically them to others. We will use them again in the future.” - Harry S


Your Business

We maintain storefronts and commercial buildings, helping you to achieve a polished look to give your customers a good impression.  We provide cleanings ranging from weekly to annually, tailoring our services to the needs of your business.  Regardless of your budget, we can put together a program for you.  We’ve led the industry with a premiere safety program to ensure the protection of our customers and cleaners. We also provide the peace of mind that licensed, bonded, and insured window cleaners will be maintaining the appearance of your business. 

Click here for more information about our commercial services.

[image: Image of Window Cleaner Cleaning 6 Story Building With A Water-Fed Pole]Why have we grown to be the largest window cleaning company in the world?

	Hassle free service
	We are committed to customer satisfaction
	Trained and uniformed professionals 
	Premier safety program
	Customized cleaning schedules
	We care
	We show up


Let us come by and give you a free on-site estimate.  It would be our pleasure to add you to our list of satisfied customers.  Contact us today!



Serving:  80631, 80534, 80524, 80521, 80513, 80639, 80610, 80651, 80615, 80523, 80624, 80542, 80645, 80620, 80543, 80648, 80644, 80537, 80634, 80549, 80538, 80550, 80535, 80525, 80528, 80526, 80650
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	“Mike and Morgan did a great job! They were timely and prepared. They were very careful and thorough. We will recommend Fish and specifically them to others. We will use them again in the future.“ - Harry S

“Great crew! Thanks for squeezing me into your full schedule!“ - Suzanne L.

“We love having your company clean our windows. Your cleaners are always very kind and do a quick and thorough job.“ - Stephanie D.

“Great local company!“ - Kyndall W.

“Always on time professional and through...thanks“ - Victoria B.

“The windows sparkled!!“ - Carl G.

“Everyone was very helpful and professional. We had a lot of cleaning to do because it had been a long time, and they were accomplish everything in a timely fashion. We have an open office, and I had a lot of comments about how Fish was able to get work done without bothering anyone.“ - Cassidy C.

“I had no idea how dirty our windows were until you guys cleaned them! The employees were very friendly and professional. I am very happy with my clean windows, makes our business look so much better.“ - Whitney P.

“Always nice people and work well done.“ - Bernadette Y.

“The initial cleaning was done without disturbing myself or our clients, which was great. Dave then came back to our business the day after the initial cleaning. He thoroughly inspected the work and notified me that he and James would be back to fix what he thought was poor/not well-done work. I appreciated this level of professionalism and quality control...“ - Jennifer K.
read more »

“Great service, professional workmanship and great customer communication.“ - Bruce C.

“Everyone who has cleaned our windows is very nice and professional. They always clean up after themselves and our windows look great!“ - Stephanie D.

“Emma was wonderful and did an amazing job on our windows! She was very efficient and professional. We will definitely have FISH back the next time we need clean windows!“ - April M.

“Excellent work and very reliable.“ - Susan K.

“Nice job.“ - Cindy G.

“The gentleman (his name was Hutch ) was wonderful and very nice!“ - Melissa R.

“We have used your company for many years. We love how friendly your staff is and we enjoy seeing them when they come. With all the regulations we have at our salon with Covid, your cleaners are always very understanding. We always recommend your company to our clients! Job well done!!!“ - Stephanie D.

“Another great window cleaning! Always friendly and courteous staff.“ - Bernadette Y.

“Showed up on time and got the work done efficiently with no mess. Everything looks great.“ - Carl G.

“My point of contact for the job was Collin. Collin's attention to detail and commitment to A+ customer service far surpassed what I expected to get. He was quick, communicative, and offered a price that was more than fair. I was incredibly pleased with my service and will absolutely reach out to FISH when I need the windows cleaned again.“ - Jake S.

“Collin, my point of contact, is a fantastic representative of Fish Window Cleaning. His commitment to service and professionalism was top notch and he made sure to communicate with me the entire time, keeping me abreast of any potential changes in the timeline. This is my second interaction with Collin and it will not be my last.“ - Jake S.

“I appreciated the lengths that Dave went to so we could have our windows cleaned before the holidays. His communication with us was prompt and honest. He really went to bat for us in terms of scheduling and now the ash from the fires and the grime of another year is gone! I can see the world clearly, which is very uplifting for the end of this crazy year of 2020!“ - Laurel L.

“We felt comfortable with your two cleaners.“ - Jim H.

“We have been very pleased with Fish Window Cleaning services.“ - Cindy G.

“Very professional. Love the work.“ - Laurie S.

“Very pleased with Fish Window Cleaning! The cleaners are professional and friendly and keep my storefront looking great!“ - Annie H.

“I'm the store leader and was not present the day of service but the feedback from my team was nothing but great! Wow, walking into my store after your service was truly amazing, the windows were neglected but I did not realize the very positive difference your service would make! Thanks so much!“ - Austin M.

“Very satisfied with the service and friendliness of the employees and manager.“ - Susan K.

“Everything was well done by the crew. Work was done quickly and thoroughly. No walk through was necessary and no problems to be addressed.“ - Doug E.

“Thumbs up.“ - Laurie S.

“Windows were sparkling! Cleaners were very nice!“ - Kim P.

“I was so impressed with the window cleaner gal today! Often times [cleaners] won't move the booths to clean the windows behind, so I've gotten in the habit of pulling the furniture out for them. Our gal today was the first person to put the furniture back! She had an amazing attitude and did a great job. Thank you!!!“ - AshlenV.

“I always appreciate the work your company does. The cleaners are always polite and courteous and do a good job of navigating a commercial space. More than that - they always do good work. Thank you. And that is why I am a repeat customer.“ - Mark K.

“The three young people that cleaned our windows were FANTASTIC. My wife and I are so happy with the job that they did. Great young people that worked steady for the whole time delivering a super job. In the future, we want the same window cleaners. Thanks.“ - Jim & Trina H.

“Another great job! You are still using my first complement from a few years ago, and today your team (HB, JG, SM) all did another great job. I look forward to scheduling them again next year. Thanks!“ - Harry S.

“Several of our employees will be contacting you for personal window cleaning in their homes.“ - Cindy S.

“Fish Window Cleaning was wonderful to work with. From my first contact with them, to the finished cleaning, they were so nice and friendly and did a great job! I can see out of my windows again!!“ - Jenifer S.

“If something isn't right, they always fix it right away, no problem. And, they are very gracious.“ - Alisa L.

“We really appreciate all of the window washers that come into our salon. They are all friendly and do a great job.“ - Stephanie D.
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	Customer Pledge of Satisfaction

	We pledge to provide the highest value in window cleaning service. We will deliver superior service to every customer, every time.

We know the level of service we provide enhances the quality image of our customers. Clean windows can make a huge difference in the atmosphere of your home, and it can be an essential element in the appearance of your business. Whether at work or at home, you can rest assured that your windows will be cleaned by an insured and bonded professional window cleaner.

We can also clean your gutters, mirrors, ceiling fans, and more. When you choose FISH, you won’t have to deal with the headache of those hard to reach spots or 3rd story windows. You will also have the benefit of custom scheduling plans, and we accept all major credit cards. Let the nation’s leader in window cleaning brighten your world today!
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	Testimonials
	 “Mike and Morgan did a great job! They were timely and prepared. They were very careful and thorough. We will recommend Fish and specifically them to others. We will use them again in the future.”
   - Harry S

	 	 “Great crew! Thanks for squeezing me into your full schedule!”
   - Suzanne L.
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	Employment Opportunities

	The window of opportunity is open! Learn a valuable and fun skill while gaining a further understanding of how a local business operates to help advance your career. Fish Window Cleaning franchise locations are looking for new team members who have a sincere desire to make the world a little brighter.  
Apply Now
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